Abstract. The modification of the celebrated Yee scheme from the vacuum Maxwell equations to magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is often referred to as the constrained transport (CT) approach. Constrained transport can be viewed as a sort of predictor-corrector method for updating the magnetic field, where a magnetic field value is first predicted by a method that does not exactly preserve the divergence-free condition on the magnetic field, followed by a correction step that aims to control these divergence errors. This strategy has been successfully used in conjunction with a variety of shock-capturing methods including WENO (weighted essentially non-oscillatory), central, and wave propagation schemes. In this work we show how to extend the basic CT framework in the context of the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) finite element method on both 2D and 3D Cartesian grids. We first review the entropy-stability theory for semi-discrete DG discretizations of ideal MHD, which rigorously establishes the need for a magnetic field that satisfies the following conditions: (1) the divergence of the magnetic field is zero on each element, and (2) the normal components of the magnetic field are continuous across all element edges (faces in 3D). In order to achieve such a globally divergence-free magnetic field, we introduce a novel constrained transport scheme that is based on two main ingredients: (1) we introduce an element-centered magnetic vector potential that is updated via a discontinuous Galerkin scheme on the induction equation; and (2) we define a mapping that takes element-centered magnetic field values (i.e., the predicted magnetic field) and element-centered magnetic vector potential values and creates on each edge (face in 3D) a high-order representation of the normal component of the magnetic field; this representation is then mapped back to the elements to create a globally divergence-free element-centered representation of the magnetic field. For problems with shock waves, we make use of so-called moment-based limiters to control oscillations in the conserved quantities. The resulting method is applied to standard test cases for ideal MHD.
1. Introduction. Plasma is often referred to as the fourth state of matter after solid, liquid, and gas, and consists of a mixture of interacting charged particles. Macroscopic features of a quasi-neutral plasma can often be accurately modeled through magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) models that track only macroscopic quantities such as the total mass density, center-of-mass momentum density, and total energy density (see standard plasma physics textbooks such as Chapter 4 of Gombosi [16] ). The ideal magnetohydrodynamic equations further assume that the flow is inviscid and that the plasma is a perfect conductor (i.e., zero resistivity).
The ideal MHD system can be written as a system of hyperbolic conservation laws, where the conserved quantities are mass density, momentum density, energy density, and the magnetic field. Furthermore, this system is equipped with an entropy inequality that features a convex scalar entropy and a corresponding entropy flux. Indeed, the scalar entropy, with some help from the fact that the magnetic field is divergence-free, can be used to define entropy variables in which the MHD system is in symmetric hyperbolic form [5, 15] .
As has been noted many times in the literature (e.g., Brackbill and Barnes [7] , Evans and Hawley [12] , and Tóth [36] ), numerical methods for ideal MHD must in general satisfy (or at least control) some discrete version of the divergence-free condition on the magnetic field:
(1.1)
Failure to accomplish this generically leads to a nonlinear numerical instability, which often leads to negative pressures and/or densities. Starting with the paper of Brackbill and Barnes [7] in 1980, several approaches for controlling errors in ∇ · B have been proposed. An in-depth review of many of these methods can be found in Tóth [36] . The constrained transport (CT) approach for ideal MHD was introduced by Evans and Hawley [12] . The method is a modification of Yee's method [38] for electromagnetic wave propagation, and, at least in its original formulation, introduced staggered magnetic and electric fields. This approach can also be viewed as a kind of predictor-corrector scheme for the magnetic field. Roughly speaking, the idea is to compute all of the conserved quantities with a "standard" finite difference, finite volume, or finite element method. This step produces the predicted magnetic field values. From these computed quantities one then constructs an approximation to the electric field through the ideal Ohm's law. This electric field can then be used to update the magnetic vector potential, which in turn, can be used to compute a divergence-free magnetic field. This step produces the corrected magnetic field values.
The main advantages of this approach compared to other approaches for solving the ideal MHD equations are that (1) there is no elliptic solve such as in projection methods (e.g., see Tóth [36] and Balsara and Kim [2] ), and (2) there are no free parameters to choose such as in the hyperbolic divergence-cleaning technique [11] . The main disadvantages of this approach are that (1) additional variables must be stored and updated (i.e., the magnetic potential), and (2) a staggered description typical of mixed finite element methods is often required 1 .
Since the introduction of the original CT framework by Evans and Hawley [12] , several variants and modifications have been introduced, including the work of Balsara [1] , Balsara and Spicer [3] , Christlieb et al. [8] , Dai and Woodward [10] , Fey and Torrilhon [13] , Helzel et al. [20, 21] , Londrillo and Del Zanna [26] , Rossmanith [32] , Ryu et al. [34] , and De Sterck [35] . An overview of many of these approaches, as well as the introduction of a few more variants, can be found in Tóth [36] .
In this work we show how to extend the basic constrained transport framework in the context of the discontinuous Galerkin finite element method (DG-FEM) on both 2D and 3D Cartesian meshes. The method advocated in this work makes use of two key ingredients: (1) the introduction of a magnetic vector potential, which in our case will be represented in the same finite element space as the conserved variables, and (2) the use of a particular divergence-free reconstruction of the magnetic field, which makes use of the magnetic vector potential and the predicted magnetic field. The divergence-free reconstruction advocated in this work is slight modification of the reconstruction method that has been used in other work on ideal MHD. Li, Xu, and Yakovlev [25] made use of this reconstruction in the context of a 2D central DG scheme. Balsara [1] made use this reconstruction in the context of finite volume schemes and adaptive mesh refinement. In fact, the divergence-free reconstruction of the magnetic field is directly related to ideas from discrete exterior calculus and, in particular, to Whitney forms (e.g., see Bossavit [6] ). Despite these connections, we do need the full machinery of discrete exterior calculus and Whitney forms in order to develop the proposed numerical scheme. The novel aspect of this work is that we make direct use of a magnetic vector potential, thus following in the footsteps of the methods developed in [8, 20, 21, 26, 32, 35] . An advantage of our approach is that extension from 2D to 3D is straightforward.
The paper begins with a description of the ideal MHD equations in §2. In §3 we describe the basic DG method, both on 2D and 3D Cartesian meshes. In §4 we review the entropy stability theory for semi-discrete DG-FEM, including a discussion of the relevant theorem of Barth [5] that rigorously establishes the need for divergence-free magnetic fields in the discretization of MHD. In §5 we introduce a novel constrained transport scheme that is based on achieving a globally divergence-free magnetic field via the use of a combination of techniques from mixed finite element methods, as well as through the use of a magnetic potential. The magnetic potential is updated through an appropriate high-order discretization of the induction equation, and a globally divergence-free magnetic field is then constructed through a discrete curl operation on the magnetic potential. In particular, the discrete curl of the magnetic potential is defined through a high-order construction of the normal components of the magnetic field on each element edge, followed by a reconstruction step to obtain a globally-defined element-centered definition of the magnetic field. This newly proposed method is closely related to the central DG scheme for ideal MHD developed by Li, Xu, and Yakovlev [25] , although the new scheme does not require the use of central DG, nor does it require storing the solution on both a primal and a dual grid. For these reasons, extension to 3D is straightforward. The resulting scheme is applied to several numerical test cases in §6. All of the methods presented in this work have been implemented in the DOGPACK software package [30] and will be made freely available on the web. All the visualization in this work has been done with the freely available package MATPLOTLIB [22] .
2. Ideal magnetohydrodynamic equations. The ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equations are a classical model from plasma physics that describe the macroscopic evolution of a quasi-neutral two-fluid plasma system. Under the quasi-neutral assumption, the two-fluid equations can be collapsed into a single set of fluid equations for the total mass density, center-of-mass momentum density, and total energy density of the system. The resulting equations can be written in the following form 2 :
where ρ, ρu, and E are the mass, momentum, and energy densities of the plasma system, and B is the magnetic field.
The thermal pressure, p, is related to the conserved quantities through the ideal gas law:
3)
where γ = 5/3 is the ideal gas constant. Note that the equation for the magnetic field comes from Faraday's law:
where the electric field, E, is approximated by Ohm's law for a perfect conductor:
Since the electric field is determined entirely from Ohm's law, we do not require an evolution equation for it; and thus, the only other piece that we need from Maxwell's equations is the divergence-free condition on the magnetic field (2.2). A complete derivation and discussion of MHD system (2.1)-(2.2) can be found in several standard plasma physics textbooks (e.g., pages 69-78 of [16] ).
2.1. Hyperbolicity. We first note that system (2.1), along with the equation of state (2.3), provides a full set of equations for the time evolution of all eight state variables: (ρ, ρu, E, B). These evolution equations form a hyperbolic system. In particular, the eigenvalues of the flux Jacobian in some arbitrary direction n ( n = 1) can be written as follows:
where
The eigenvalues are well-ordered in the sense that
The fast and slow magnetosonic waves are genuinely nonlinear, while the remaining waves are linearly degenerate. Note that the so-called divergence-wave has been made to travel at the speed u · n via the 8-wave formulation, thus restoring Galilean invariance [15, 28, 29] . Also note that despite the fact that we use the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 8-wave formulation of the MHD equations, we will still solve the MHD equations in conservative form (i.e., without the "Powell source term"). See §2.3 and §4 for more discussion on this issue.
2.2. Symmetric hyperbolic structure of standard hyperbolic conservation laws. Consider a conservation law in d spatial dimensions with M eq number of conserved variables of the form:
with appropriate initial and boundary conditions. In this equation q : lR + × lR d → lR M eq is the vector of conserved variables and F : lR M eq → lR M eq ×d is the flux function. We assume that equation (2.10) is hyperbolic, meaning that the family of M eq × M eq matrices defined by
are diagonalizable with real eigenvalues for all q in the domain of interest and for all vectors n such that n = 1. The matrix A(q; n) in (2.11) is often referred to as the flux Jacobian. Many important hyperbolic conservation laws arising in physical applications are equipped with a convex entropy extension that can be used along with appropriate jump conditions to determine what weak solutions of (2.10) can be considered admissible. Let U : lR M eq → lR and G : lR M eq → lR d denote an entropy function and associated entropy flux that satisfy the following entropy inequality:
where q is a weak solution of (2.10). The definitions of U and G are such that inequality (2.12) becomes an exact equality for classical solutions. The existence of the above entropy and the associated entropy flux is closely related to the fact that system (2.10) can in many cases (e.g., shallow water equations, compressible Euler equations, and Euler-Maxwell) be put in symmetric hyperbolic form via a transformation of the dependent variables. In particular, we seek a mapping q(v) from lR M eq to lR M eq such that (2.10) becomes
where q ,v ∈ lR M eq ×M eq is symmetric positive definite and F ,v ∈ lR M eq ×M eq is symmetric for all = 1, . . . , d. In several important cases it turns out that the symmetrization variables, v, are directly related to the entropy function via the relationship:
(2.14)
For more details on the the symmetrization theory for nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws see for example [14, 19, 27, 37] .
2.3. Symmetric hyperbolic structure of ideal MHD. In the case of ideal MHD, a suitable entropy function is the physical entropy density (divided by γ − 1 for convenience): 15) where s is the physical entropy:
The minus sign in (2.15) is there to make sure that the entropy function decreases, which is the usual convention in the theory of hyperbolic conservation laws. Computing the time derivative of the entropy function and using the conservation laws from the MHD system (2.1) results in the following equation for the entropy function (for smooth solutions):
The key point is that the entropy function is only conserved (for smooth solutions) if the magnetic field is exactly divergence-free: ∇ · B = 0. Since entropy and symmetrization are connected, this result suggests that the involution (2.2) might play an important role in the symmetrization of the MHD equations. Indeed it does. The entropy variables are 19) where T = p/ρ is the temperature. A straightforward calculation shows that using these variables results in an equation of the form (2.13), where q ,v ∈ lR 8×8 is indeed symmetric positive definite, but where the matrices F ,v ∈ lR 8×8 for = 1, 2, 3 are unfortunately not symmetric. This fact was first observed by Godunov [15] .
Godunov [15] provided a remedy for this situation, which involved adding to (2.13) a term that is proportional to ∇ · B:
where χ is defined by (2.18) and the matrices A ∈ lR 8×8 , for = 1, 2, 3, are symmetric [5] . The additional term in the above expression is sometimes referred to as the Powell source term [28, 29] , since Powell advocated including this term in numerical simulations of MHD (see §4 for much more discussion on this point). The fact that the involution ∇ · B = 0 is needed in order to symmetrize the MHD equations has direct consequences on the stability of numerical discretizations of MHD. We will discuss this in more detail in §4.
We also note the following identities, which will become useful in the DG stability analysis:
(2.23)
These identities conspire to produce the following important result in the case of smooth solutions:
In words, this result says that multiplying the augmented MHD equations (i.e., MHD with the "Powell source term") by the symmetrization variables yields the conservation law for the entropy function. Finally, we introduce the dual entropy and dual entropy flux:
25) 26) which satisfy the following relationships:
3. Discontinuous Galerkin finite element methods. The modern form of the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) finite element method for solving hyperbolic PDEs of the form (2.10) was developed in a series of papers by Bernardo Cockburn, Chi-Wang Shu, and their collaborators (see e.g., [9] ). In this section we briefly review the general framework of the DG method in §3.1, and give further details for 2D Cartesian meshes in §3.2 and 3D Cartesian meshes in §3.3. This section also serves to explain the notation used throughout this paper.
General framework.
Let Ω ⊂ lR d be a polygonal domain with boundary ∂Ω. We discretize Ω using a finite set of non-overlapping elements, 
where h is the grid spacing, M eq is the number of solution variables, and q is the maximal polynomial degree in the finite element representation. The above expression means that w h ∈ W h,M ehas M eq components, each of which when restricted to some element T i is a polynomial of degree at most q and no continuity is assumed across element faces (or edges in 2D).
The semi-discrete DG finite element method is obtained by multiplying (2.10) by a test function w h (x) ∈ W h,M e, replacing the exact solution q(t, x) by the trial function q h (t, x) ∈ W h,M e, and carrying out the appropriate integrationsby-part. The result of this is the following semi-discrete variational problem for all t ∈ [0, T ]:
In the above expression, n is a unit normal that is outward pointing relative to element T i , and q h − (s) and q h + (s) denote the approximate solutions on either side of the boundary ∂T i , where s are are coordinates on ∂T i and the subscript minus (plus) sign means interior to (exterior to) element T i . Similarly, w h − represents the test function evaluated on the boundary ∂T i on the side that is interior to T i . In this expression F q h
m denotes a numerical flux function with the following two properties:
• Consistency:
• Conservation:
As a matter of practice we use in this work the local Lax-Friedrichs (LLF) flux [33] :
where α is an estimate of the maximum local wave speed. In the next two subsections we give details for the above described numerical scheme on 2D ( §3.2) and 3D ( §3.3) Cartesian meshes.
2D Cartesian meshes.
, with uniform grid spacing ∆x and ∆y in each coordinate direction, where h = max (∆x, ∆y). The mesh elements are centered at the coordinates
Each element can be mapped to the canonical element (ξ, η) 1] via the linear transformation:
We define an orthonormal set of polynomial basis functions that span the broken finite element space (3.1). In particular, up to degree three these basis functions can be written in canonical coordinates as
These basis functions have been orthonormalized with respect to the following inner product:
We look for approximate solutions of (2.10) that have the following form:
where M is the desired order of accuracy in space and Q 
In practice, these double integrals are evaluated using standard 2D Gaussian quadrature rules involving M 2 points. In order to determine the Legendre coeficients for t > 0, we take the semi-discrete equation (3.2)-(3.3) and replace the trial function, q h , by (3.9) and the test function, w h , by Legendre basis function ϕ ( ) that are supported on a single element. This results in the following semi-discrete DG method: 11) where The integrals in (3.12) can be numerically approximated via standard 2D Gaussian quadrature rules involving (M − 1) 2 points. The integrals in (3.13) can be approximated with the standard 1D Gauss quadrature rule involving M points, and the numerical fluxes in these expressions are evaluated at each Gaussian quadrature point using the local LaxFriedrichs (LLF) flux given by (3.4).
3D Cartesian meshes.
, with uniform grid spacing ∆x, ∆y, and ∆z in each coordinate direction, where h = max (∆x, ∆y, ∆z). The mesh elements are centered at the coordinates
Each element can be mapped to the canonical element
via the linear transformation:
where M is the desired order of accuracy in space and Q ( ) i jk (t) represents the m th Legendre coefficient. The Legendre coefficients of the initial conditions at t = 0 are determined from the L 2 -projection of q 0 (x, y, z) onto the Legendre basis functions:
In practice, these triple integrals are evaluated using standard 3D Gaussian quadrature rules involving M 3 points. we take the semi-discrete equation (3.2)-(3.3) and replace the trial function, q h , by (3.19) and the test function, w h , by Legendre basis function ϕ ( ) that are supported on a single element. This results in the following semi-discrete DG method: 21) where The integrals in (3.22) can be numerically approximated via standard 3D Gaussian quadrature rules involving (M − 1) 3 points. The integrals in (3.23), (3.24) , and (3.25) can be approximated with the standard 2D Gauss quadrature rule involving M 2 points, and the numerical fluxes in these expressions are evaluated at each Gaussian quadrature point using the local Lax-Friedrichs (LLF) flux given by (3.4).
3.4. Time-stepping. The time-stepping is handled via standard total-variation diminishing Runge-Kutta (TVD-RK) methods [17, 18] . In particular, in this work we make use of the third order accurate version:
(3.27) 3.5. Limiters. High-order methods on nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws generally require the use of additional limiters in order to stabilize them on problems with shocks. In this section we briefly describe the limiting strategies used in this work. In the formulas described below we will make use of the minmod function:
where the sgn(a) = ±1 is the sign of the real number a.
3.5.1. 2D Cartesian meshes. On 2D Cartesian meshes we make use of moment limiters similar to those introduced by Krivodonova [23] in order to stabilize the DG method in the vicinity of shocks. In the formulas below we will make use of the following matrices:
where R x and R y are the matrices of right eigenvectors of F ,q · e 1 and F ,q · e 2 , respectively. The corresponding matrices of left eigenvectors are denoted as follows:
The specific matrices used in this work are those introduced by Barth [4] , who developed right-eigenvector scalings for ideal MHD that have optimal direction-independent matrix norms. The procedure we advocate can be summarized as follows: 1. Compute the following conversions from conservative to characteristic variables:
3. Loop over all components and limit as follows:
(a) Limit quadratic terms:
i j = 0 then limit all the other terms ( = 1, 2): 38) where in this work we take for α numbers in the range suggested by Krivodonova [23] : α 3 = α 2 = The specific left and right-eigenvector scalings used in this work are those developed by Barth [4] . The procedure we advocate can be summarized as follows: 1. Compute the following conversions from conservative to characteristic variables:
i jk , ∆ + W
i jk := L 4. Semi-discrete entropy stability theory for DG applied to ideal MHD. As shown in Section 2.2, the ideal MHD equations cannot be put in symmetric hyperbolic form without adding to the equations a term that is proportional to the divergence of the magnetic field. As it turns out, it is precisely this fact that causes many standard highresolution methods such as wave propagation, weighted essentially non-oscillatory, and DG finite element methods to be numerically unstable if the divergence of the magnetic field is not properly controlled. In this section we briefly review the key theorem from Barth [5] that rigorously proves this statement.
For simplicity of exposition we will not give consider the entropy stability for the DG method represented by (3.2)-(3.3), but instead consider a modification of this method where it is the entropy variables (2.19) that are expanded as a sum of polynomials rather than the conserved variables:
We emphasize that this modification is only for the discussion in this section, and that the constrained transport method we describe in Section 5 is based on using conserved variables via (3.2)-(3.3). Using v h instead of q h , we arrive at the following semi-discrete variational problem for all t ∈ [0, T ]:
where 
4)
The numerical solution v h (t, x) then satisfies the following entropy inequality on each element T i :
where U is the entropy function and G(v h − , v h + ; n) is the numerical entropy flux:
where · + − denotes the average of the values on either side of the element face (or edge in 2D) and G is the dual entropy flux (2.26). This local entropy inequality also implies a global semi-discrete entropy inequality:
The proof of this theorem is given in Barth [5] and follows from evaluating the bilinear form in (4.2)-(4.3) with test functions set to the entropy variables:B DG v h , v h = 0. This is possible because in the formulation of (4.2)-(4.3), v h and w h are both in the same finite element space: W h,8 q . After application of various identities involving entropy variables and dual entropy variables, as well as the assumptions on the magnetic field, the semi-discrete entropy inequalities (4.5) and (4.7) follow. REMARK 4.1. The numerical method proposed in the next section ( §5) differs from the DG method used in Theorem 1 in several important ways: (1) the conserved variables are used as trial variables, not the entropy variables; (2) a strong-stability-preserving Runge-Kutta (SSP-RK) method is used to turn the semi-discrete equations into fully discrete equations; and (3) the volume and surface integrals are replaced by appropriate Gaussian quadrature rules. Despite these differences, the core result of Theorem 1 extends to SSP-RK DG schemes: a globally divergence-free magnetic field leads to entropy-stabilized discretizations. As a matter of practice we rely on the limiters (see §3.5) to inject additional numerical dissipation in order to overcome the entropy errors introduced through the use of conserved variables, SSP-RK time-stepping, and Gaussian quadrature rules.
In the next section ( §5) we develop a constrained transport SSP-RK DG scheme. In Section 6 we demonstrate through numerical examples that this approach does not adversely affect the convergence rate of the overall scheme and that, in conjunction with moment-based limiters, produces numerically stable solutions of ideal MHD even in the presence of shocks.
5. Globally divergence-free constrained transport for DG-FEMs. The lesson that should be taken from Theorem 1 is that we need to control two quantities simultaneously: (1) the divergence of the magnetic field within each element, as well as (2) the jump in the normal components across each element edge. This, of course, means that we must control the global divergence of the magnetic field on the computational grid. In this section we provide such a strategy both for 2D and 3D Cartesian meshes.
Basic constrained transport algorithm.
In order to compute a globally divergence-free magnetic field at each time step, we introduce the magnetic vector potential,
which satisfies the magnetic induction equation:
where we have assumed the Weyl gauge condition (see Helzel et al. [20] for a discussion of various gauge conditions). We summarize the proposed constrained transport below by presenting a single forward Euler time-step. Extension to high-order strong stability-preserving Runge-Kutta (SSP-RK) methods is straightforward, since SSP-RK timestepping methods are convex combinations of forward Euler steps. A single time-step of the proposed CT method from time t = t n to time t = t n+1 consists of the following sub-steps:
Step 0. The following state variables are given as initial data at time t = t n :
Mass, momentum, energy:
Note that there are two representations of the magnetic field. One is globally divergence-free and lives in a broken finite element space of one degree higher than all the other conserved variables:
q+1 . The other is not globally divergence-free and lives in the same broken finite element space as all the other conserved variables:
Step 1. Update ρ h , ρu h , E h , B h using the DG scheme with a forward Euler time-step:
The updated magnetic field, B h (t n+1 , x), is not globally divergence-free; we view this value as the predicted magnetic field. Note that the operator L i is evaluated using the globally divergence-free magnetic field:
B h (t n , x); this is important for numerical stability.
Step 2. Update the magnetic potential using a forward Euler time-step on the induction equation:
Step 3. From the magnetic potential and the predicted magnetic field, construct a globally divergence-free magnetic field:
The details of the 'Div-Free-Construct' operator are described for the 2D case in §5.2 and the 3D case in §5.3.
Step 4. Synchronize the two versions of the magnetic field by performing a simple L 2 -projection from W h,3
q+1 to W h,3
q :
Note that in the case of a multi-stage Runge-Kutta scheme, we only perform this synchronization step once per time-step (i.e., not after every stage); that is, we only perform the synchronization at the end of the full time-step, once all the stages have been completed. We have found that synchronizing only once per time step significantly reduces unphysical oscillations in the case of solutions with shocks. 5.2. 2D construction of a divergence-free magnetic field. The final pieces missing from the constrained transport method as proposed in this work are the details of the divergence-free construction step as referred to in (5.8). The approach advocated here is a modification of similar divergence-free constructions used by Balsara [1] and Li, Xu, and Yakovlev [25] . In fact, the divergence-free reconstruction of the magnetic field is directly related to ideas from discrete exterior calculus and, in particular, to Whitney forms (e.g., see Bossavit [6] ). Despite these connections, we do need the full machinery of discrete exterior calculus and Whitney forms in order to develop the proposed numerical scheme.
In 2D the divergence-free reconstruction makes use of magnetic field components normal to element edges and magnetic vector potential values on element corners. This grid staggering is illustrated in Figure 5.1(a) . We give the full details of the divergence-free reconstruction below:
Step 0. Start with the predicted magnetic field and the magnetic potential:
Step 1. Interpolate the magnetic potential to mesh corners:
Step 2. On each element edge, define a DG representation for the normal components of the magnetic field: 
Step 3. The final step is to construct globally divergence-free magnetic field values: 
i j = 0,
The detailed equations for the 2-component can be written as follows:
A straightforward calculation reveals that the (pointwise) divergence of a magnetic field of the form (5.16) with coefficients given by (5.17) and (5.18) is 19) which is constant. Using definitions (5.13), this divergence can be shown to vanish:
We note that we have actually achieved a globally divergence free magnetic field, B h (x), since we have the two sufficient ingredients: 1. B h (x) restricted to the interior of each element is exactly divergence-free (see (5.19)); and 2. The normal components of B h (x) are continuous across each element edge (see (5.17)-(5.18)).
5.
3. 3D construction of a divergence-free magnetic field. The same basic principle used in 2D can be extended to construct a globally divergence-free magnetic field in 3D. In 3D the divergence-free reconstruction makes use of magnetic field components normal to element faces and magnetic vector potential values on element edges. This grid staggering is illustrated in Figure 5.1(b) . We outline the divergence-free reconstruction procedure below:
Step 0. Start with the predicted magnetic field and magnetic potential:
Step 1. Interpolate the magnetic potential to mesh edges: 
Note that these magnetic potential values are the edge averages of the magnetic potential; for example,
is an approximation to the average of A 1 (x, y j − ∆y/2, z k − ∆z/2) over the interval x ∈ [x i − ∆x/2, x i + ∆x/2].
Step 2. On each element face, define a DG representation for the normal components of the magnetic field: Step 3. The final step is to construct globally divergence-free magnetic field values: Just as in the 2D case, we note that we have actually achieved a globally divergence free magnetic field, B h (x).
6. Numerical examples. In this section we apply the proposed 2D and 3D constrained transport schemes to four numerical test cases. For both the 2D and 3D versions, we consider first a smooth problem to verify the order of accuracy of the proposed scheme, followed by a problem with shock waves to verify the shock-capturing ability of the scheme. All four examples considered in this work make use of double (2D) or triple (3D) periodic boundary conditions on the conservative variables: ρ, ρu, E, and B. In our constrained transport scheme, no explicit boundary conditions are needed for A, since A is updated via (5.2) using velocity and magnetic fields that satisfy the appropriate boundary conditions. 6.1. 2D smooth Alfvén wave problem. We consider a smooth circular polarized Alfvén wave that propagates in direction n = [cos φ, sin φ, 0] T towards the origin. This problem has been considered by several authors (e.g., [20, 32, 36] ). The problem consists of smooth initial data on [0, 1/cos φ] × [0, 1/sin φ], where φ = tan −1 (0.5):
where u t = 0.1 sin (2π (x cos φ + y sin φ)) and u r = 0.1 cos (2π (x cos φ + y sin φ)) .
This example is used to verify the order of accuracy of the proposed 2D constrained transport scheme. Experimental convergence rates are shown in 
In particular, in Table 6 .1 we show the computed relative L 2 -errors at time t = 2 (i.e., after 2 periods of the Alfvén wave). Experimental convergence rates are calculated using a least squares fit through the computed errors. This table clearly shows the third order convergence of the proposed numerical scheme. Furthermore, in Figure 6 .1, we show on a mesh with 16 × 32 elements and at time t = 2 scatter plots of the computed (a) magnetic field perpendicular to the direction of propagation (B ⊥ ) and (b) periodic part of the magnetic potential (A 3 − (y cos φ − x sin φ)). These plots show that the computed solution is in very good agreement with the exact solution.
6.2. 2D Orszag-Tang vortex problem. Next we consider the Orszag-Tang vortex problem, which is widely considered a standard test example for MHD in the literature (see Tóth [36] ). The problem consists of smooth initial data on [0, 2π] × [0, 2π]:
In this problem, the variable magnetic field eventually causes the smooth initial data to form a strong rotating shock structure. It has been well documented in the literature (e.g., see Tóth [36] , Rossmanith [32] , and Li and Shu [24] ) that the formation of this shock structure can lead to numerical instabilities in numerical methods that do not control magnetic field divergence errors. The solution with the proposed scheme is shown in Figure 6 .2. In particular, we show at time t = 3.14 on a mesh with 257 × 257 elements the (a) mass density: ρ(t, x), (b) magnetic potential: A 3 (t, x), (c) pressure: p(t, x), and (d) a slice of the pressure at y = 1.5688. These results are in good agreement with the published literature, and clearly demonstrate the ability of the proposed numerical scheme to remain stable for a problem with complicated shock structures.
6.3. 3D smooth Alfvén wave problem. In order to verify the order of convergence of the 3D constrained transport method we consider a 3D version of the smooth Alfvén wave problem considered in Helzel et al. [20] . In this case the wave propagates in the direction n = [cos φ cos θ, sin φ cos θ, sin θ]
T towards the origin. Here φ is an angle with respect to the x-axis in the xy-plane and θ is an angle with respect to the x-axis in the xz-plane. We take θ = φ = tan −1 (0.5) ≈ 26.5651 • . The problem consists of smooth initial data on 0, (cos φ cos θ)
Experimental convergence rates are shown in Table 6 
In particular, in Table 6 .2 we show the computed relative L 2 -errors at time t = 2 (i.e., after 2 periods of the Alfvén wave). Experimental convergence rates are calculated using a least squares fit through the computed errors. This table clearly shows the third order convergence of the proposed numerical scheme in all of the magnetic field and magnetic vector potential components.
6.4. 3D Orszag-Tang vortex problem. Finally, we consider a 3D version of the Orszag-Tang vortex problem as considered in Helzel et al. [20] . The problem consists of smooth initial data on
where ε = 0.2. The initial condition for the magnetic potential is
Just as in the 2D problem, the variable magnetic field eventually causes the smooth initial data to form a strong rotating shock structure. The formation of this shock structure can lead to numerical instabilities in numerical methods that do not control magnetic field divergence errors. We computed a solution on a mesh with 129 × 129 × 129 elements out to time t = 3. The results are shown at different horizontal slices in Figures 6.3 (z ≈ 1.53 ), 6.4 (z ≈ 4.75), and 6.5 (z ≈ 3.14). In particular, in each of these plots we show the (a) mass density: ρ(t, x), (b) pressure: p(t, x), and (c) z-component of the magnetic potential: A 3 (t, x). These results are in good agreement with those presented in Helzel et al. [20] , and clearly demonstrate the ability of the proposed numerical scheme to remain stable for a problem with complicated shock structures. 7. Conclusions. In this work we showed how to extend the constrained transport framework originally proposed by Evans and Hawley [12] in the context of the discontinuous Galerkin finite element method (DG-FEM) on both 2D and 3D Cartesian meshes. The method presented in this work makes use of two key ingredients: (1) the introduction of a magnetic vector potential, which is represented in the same finite element space as the conserved variables, and (2) the use of a particular divergence-free reconstruction of the magnetic field, which makes use of the magnetic vector potential and the predicted magnetic field. The divergence-free reconstruction presented in this work is slight modification of the reconstruction method that has been used in other work on ideal MHD. Li, Xu, and Yakovlev [25] made use of this reconstruction in the context of a 2D central DG scheme. Balsara [1] made use this reconstruction in the context of finite volume schemes and adaptive mesh refinement. The novel aspect of this work is that we make direct use of a magnetic vector potential, thus following in the footsteps of the methods developed in [8, 20, 21, 26, 32, 35] . An advantage of our approach is that the extension from 2D to 3D is straightforward. The proposed scheme was then implemented in 2D and 3D using the DOGPACK software package and applied on some standard MHD test cases. The results indicate that the proposed scheme is high-order accurate for smooth problems and is shock-capturing for problems with complicated multi-dimensional shock structures. The magnetic field on bottom and top faces are defined as follows: From these normal components on faces, we can reconstruct a globally divergence-free element-centered definition of the magnetic field. The 1-component can be written as follows: 
